U.S. Elections
Resources
Definitive eReference Resources for
Current and Historical Research on the
United States Electoral Process

Which
president has had
the most executive
nominations rejected
by the Senate?

How did
my local
representative vote
on some of the
recent historic
legislation?

I would
like to learn
more about my
Senator

How do
special interest
groups impact
the legislative
process?

POLITICAL
BEDFELLOWS

How do
candidates
finance their
campaigns?

How have
2016 election
opponents aligned
on legislation while
in Congress, now
or in the past?

Historically,
what is the
real effect of
winning presidential
primaries in the
early states?

What patterns
can be seen in
landslide elections or
especially close
races?

How has
campaign
finance affected
election
outcomes?

The CQ Press Congress Collection is a dynamic
research tool for analyzing the history and
development, legislation, powers, and personalities
of the U.S. Congress.

GET THE WIDGET!

ELECTORAL PROCESS

U.S. Political Stats is a data download and
visualization tool that aids student researchers
in finding and understanding data on the three
branches of the U.S. Government.

Which
primary races
in history are most
similar to this
election?

The CQ Press Voting and Elections Collection provides in-depth insight
into the American voter, major and minor political parties, campaigns and
elections, and historical and modern races for Congress, the presidency,
and governorships.
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How does
gender play
a role in voting
behavior?
What
are some
differences
between U.S.
and state
senators?
What
impact does
the economy
have on an
election?

SAGE Video Politics and International Relations
Collection contains 275 streaming videos that reinforce
course fundamentals, introduce new perspectives and
bring theory to life with in-practice examples.

Find the answers to these questions or sign up for a
FREE trial at sagepub.com/knowyourgovernment

Online reference from the foremost publisher
on politics, policy, and government
What does the
Supreme Court
have to do with
the Presidential
Election?

The CQ Press Supreme Court Collection blends historical analysis with timely
updates and expert commentary of Supreme Court decisions, biographies of Supreme
Court justices, Supreme Court institutional history, and the U.S. Constitution.

The CQ Press Encyclopedia of American Government offers thousands of accessible
encyclopedic A to Z entries of the presidency, congress, U.S. Supreme Court, elections,
and the U.S. Constitution.

The CQ Press Public Affairs Collection offers in-depth reporting on vital issues,
statistical and historical analyses, historic documents and primary source materials,
as well as a directory of key government, nonprofit, and private organizations.

What
are some
election hot
topics?

CQ Researcher is the first place to go for the in-depth, balanced explorations of the
most pressing issues in the news.

CQ Almanac chronicles the major bills brought before Congress. It is renowned for
its in-depth analysis of the path legislation takes and includes nearly 70 years of vital
political coverage.

CQ Magazine, a WEEKLY publication, covers virtually every action of the world’s
most powerful legislative body, delivering nonpartisan news and analysis unavailable
anywhere else. The CQ Roll Call news team makes the complex legislation and its
resulting outcomes easily understood by people “outside the beltway.”
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